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“. , , IVhile much ado has been made in the sixties 
over how Christianity ought to adjust to the modern 
secrihr mind, little has been done so far to make 
theology cope with tlie new perception of the power 
dilemmas in which all of us are caught. Theological 
1;ingu:ige is not as yet cued in to [e.g.] the agony 
of garbage collectors.” 

The speaker is Frederick Herzog, Dean of the 
Ihkc University Divinity School, reflecting on a 
Duke sjmposium on tlie theology of hope held in 
tlic spring of 1968. (Cot~tinrrtrtn has reprinted in its 
\\’intclr issue three essays and a “dialogue” delivered 
;it tlic rnecting.) Herzog continues: 

“Protestnnt theology at tlie Consultation by and 
large protwl still to be oriented in the problem of 
fait11 ;IS it was delivered to us, by the Reformation. 
I j i i t  one can have all the faith in the world, if one 
does not iinderstand power, one cannot move 
~nountains. Redizing the inadequacies of tlie 
tlieologies of faith, the recent theology of hope seeks 
to focus on tlie future and to find ways for man to 
o\wconie his paralysis in facing power. But one can 
;11so I i a i ~  all the hope in the,world, if man does not 
grasp the specific dilemmas that keep him captive in 
society, Iic will remain paralyzed. Tlie credibility 
g i p  from which theology is suffering today does not 
rcl;ite t o  the unwillingness of man to hope, but to 
the innhility of tlieology to show that God makes a 
difference i n  specific situations of power where men 
organize their public and private life.” 
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I I o \ v  is the ‘view of Chile from Pennsylvania 
Aveniie? According to The Vision Leffer, which of- 
fers “A Bi-\Veekly Analysis of Latin American Af- 
f:iirs,” “tlie ll’liite House’s Chilean policy hasn’t 
crystallized, and opinions within the Administration 
on the problem differ sharply. . . . 

“Iinrd-liners in the White House, Pentagon and 
Congress urge tlie President to give tlie Allende 
:\dministration the back of tlie hand, and, if possible, 
confront the hlarsist government every step of tlie 
\\-ay. IVasliington’s conspicuous lack of a public 
Ictter of congratulations to the recently elected 
Cliilenn president is a product of this thinkirig. 

“Mnrti-liners, however, haven’t convinced the 
I’resident to assume a truly belligerent posture. 
I171iile one can glibly talk about the ‘Communist 
bc;ichhead on the South American mainland,’ sug- 
gesting ;I panacea is something else. 

“The battleground for an economic war is tightly 
limited. Bilateral assistance has virtually come to a 
natural end, and there is little aid to withhold. 
Copper, Chile’s prime esport, is saleable most every- 
tvliere. And unlike tlie tempestuous period following 

Castro’s violent take-over in Cuba, Latin America 
certainly isn’t disposed to throw its contiguous 
neighbor into any kind of multinational quarantine. 

“As the major donor nation, the U.S. could con- 
ceivably use its economic muscle to challenge World 
Rank and Inter-American Development Bank loans 
to Chile. But sternly applied, such a tactic offends 
more friends than it hurts enemies. In the past, the 
U.S. in the multinational lending agencies has been 
able to slow but not stop loans for political reasons. . . . 

“Intervention into domestic Chilean affairs has, 
for the foreseeable future, been ruled out as danger- 
ous adventurism. The hard-liners’ lack of a plan gives 
the’surface impression of a Nixon Administration 
colisensus on Chilean policy. Many officials, es- 
pecially in tlie State Department, contend the U.S. 
should assume a low profile in Santiago as a positive 
role, not for lack of an alternative, and a tug of war 
over Administration attitude is in process.. . .” 
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Conversational interviews “with more than 100 
‘elite’ young Americans in the 25-34 age group”- 
“those most likely to have an influence on foreign 
policy” in the future-form a base for Graham T. 
Allison’s examination of “The Foreign Policy of 
Young America.” The article appears in the new 
deep-pocket-sized quarterly Foreign Policy, edited 
by Samuel P. Huntington and Warren Deminn Man- 
shel. Allison notes at one point: 

“To focus entirely on Vietnam as the single 
‘crucial experience’ in the lives of young Americans 
would be to overstate the point. Before Vietnam, 
America \vas discovering the blacks, the poor and 
even less blatant problems in the quality of national 
life. Even without Vietnam, strains in the American 
body politic would have etched these issues in the 
minds of young Americans and forced some national 
turning inward to meet these needs. . . , Neither the 
demise of monolithic communism, nor the partial 
convergence of interests between the US. and the 
Soviet Union waited on Vietnam. More important, 
tlie fundamental character of international politics 
in tlie period of young Americans’ formative ex- 
periences has been essentially. orderly, relatively 
stable, indeed almost benign. . . . That this milieu 
should have made young Americans less sensitive 
than their fathers to the Communist threat, the 
dangers of disorder in the Third World, or the re- 
emergent power of Japan and Germany i s  hardly 
surprising. In sum, while both international and 
domestic trends reinforce the axioms of young 
Americans, Vietnam has magnified the conflict be- 
tween costs of empire and needs at home.” 
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